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IMO’s GHG Work involves 2 distinct measures:   

Technical 
Measures 

EEDI –   a 
design index 

Applies to 
NEW ships 

 

Operational 
Measures 

SEEMP 

Applies to all 
ships in 

operation 
 

Market Based 
Measures 

(MBM) 
Carbon Price on 

shipping 

ETS 
(Emissions 

trading) 

Tax on bunkers 
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A little history so we can understand the present .. 
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§  EEDI discussion at IMO was divisive.  It started as a  
   NEW Convention. 
§  CBDR principle of developing countries stopped  
   progress. 

§   So, Annex VI countries tricked the developing  
    ones by making EEDI part of MARPOL. 

§   After that, during the MBM discussion, the Developing  
    countries wouldn’t agree to anything.  
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§   So after wasting 2 years discussing MBM choices,    
    it was decided to take up the “easier” more    
    agreeable MRV and leave MBMs for after… 

There were 3 lobbies on MBMs at IMO 

                    
EU and USA 

Favoured 
ETS 

 

Japan and Ship 
Operators 
Favoured    

Levy             
(tax on fuel) 

 

Developing 
Countries 
Favoured        
No MBM     
(CBDR) 
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.. it wanted to make sure that the IMO MRV 
chosen is suitable for ETS.  
After seeing resistance, it rushed to have its 
own EU - MRV regulation. 
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Cargo carried is the key ! Leads  to 

MRV 
With cargo            

Ship Energy Indexing              

Baselines             

CO2 
 

ALLOWA
NCE 
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    IMO MRV does not include cargo, thus a later ETS as 
the chosen MBM will be difficult. 

    After losing hope to “patronise” the IMO MRV, EU is 
contemplating what to do with theirs. 

    Meantime, EU is pressuring IMO 
to set “numerical” CO2 reducti-
on targets fast.  

    For bigger pressure they are 
also using their secret weapon  
the “Green” NGOs with many 
paid studies (CE Delft & UCL). 
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§  IMO is using “intersessional” meetings 
 

§  2nd meeting took place last month 
 

§  Next just before MEPC in April 2018 
 

§  So far working on decarbonization strategy 
 

§  Agreed to have short, medium and long-term measures 
 

    Short term measures: 
Those agreed within      

           2018 - 2023 

    Mid term measures: 
Those agreed within    

         2023 - 2030 
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Among proposals at last Intersessional: 
 

Ø   EU: 70% reduction of CO2 from shipping by 2050  
     compared to 2008 emissions. 
Ø  Ship operators: inclined to accept 50% reduction, with  
    caveats e.g. feasible measures of existing technology.  
Ø  Developing countries: No numbers should be agreed. 

QUESTION:    
 What were the 2008 emissions? 



CO2 

Third IMO GHG Study  

   Greener Shipping   
Summit  2014   



CO2 

How much CO2 is emitted from shipping? 

Third IMO GHG Study  

ACTUAL 

EXPERTS 

FUEL CONSUMPTION 

   Greener Shipping   
Summit  2014   
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Except for “numerical” reduction targets... 
 

Ø   EU and Greens are pushing for measures NOW, 
     using many “controversial” studies, such as 
 
q  Speed limits (they admit 30% more ships needed) 

q  Make EEDI more severe and bring next phases earlier   
    (never mind underpowering issues), etc  
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    So EU and “Green” 
NGOs are screaming 
for measures NOW. 

 

    But they provide NO 
realistic answers. 
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